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ABSTRACT
The problem of how to estimate variance parameters in client
models from scarce data is addressed in the context of textdependent, HMM-based, automatic speaker verification.
Variance flooring and variance scaling are investigated as two
alternative estimation techniques and are used with or without
variance tying on the state level to reduce the number of
parameters to estimate. The best results are achieved with no
tying and a variance flooring method where the floor to a
variance vector in a client model is proportional to the
corresponding variance vector in a gender-dependent, multispeaker, non-client model. Further, variance tying reduces
storage requirements considerably without much loss in
recognition accuracy. It is also confirmed from a previous
study that re-using non-client variances has comparable
performance to variance flooring and is much simpler.
Comparisons are made on three large telephone quality
speech corpora.

1. INTRODUCTION
In practical applications, Automatic Speaker Verification
(ASV) systems are generally used in contexts where very few
client enrollment data are available. One problem with using
small training data sets is the risk of over-training, that is,
parameters of the client model are over-fitted to the particular
training data. Especially variance parameters are susceptible to
over-fitting: a variance estimated from only a few data points
can be very small and might not be representative of the
underlying distribution of the data source.
The maximum likelihood (ML) principle is often used in
training parameters of continuous density hidden Markov
models (HMM). The most general implementation of that
principle (the EM-algorithm) consists in optimizing all
parameters of the HMM, including means and variances of
state pdfs. With sparse training data from a client, speaker
variances tend to be over-trained [1].
In previous work [2] we compared two modifications to the
EM algorithm for HMM training on sparse data in the context
of text-dependent speaker verification. The first approach used
client-independent variances [3]. Variances were copied from
a gender-dependent, multi-speaker non-client model and were
kept fixed while the EM-algorithm was applied to means and
mixture weights. In the second approach, variances were
trained but they were floored after each iteration of EM. Three
variants of the variance flooring method with different
resolution were tried and it was found that the one with the
highest resolution performed best. In this approach, the floor

for the variance vector of a given Gaussian mixture
component is proportional to the corresponding variance
vector in the non-client model. The optimal scaling factor for
this kind of variance flooring was found to be around 1.1,
which means that all variances were actually larger than the
client-independent variances. It was also found that
performance with client-independent variances was near that
of floored variances and much simpler.
In this paper we first generalize the approach with clientindependent variances to let client variances be proportional to
non-client variances. We refer to this approach as scaled
variances. The original approach is a special case with scale
factor 1.0. We look empirically at verification error rate as a
function of the scale factor to see if there is a minimum for
some value. Secondly, we reduce the number of variance
parameters by tying variances across mixture components
within each state. The client models have eight mixture
components per state, and by tying variances within states we
reduce the number of variance parameters by a factor eight.
We compare tied-variance models with the original ones for
the various variance estimation methods to see if the smaller
number of variances can be more robustly trained.
The experiments are made with three separate telephone
quality databases: Gandalf [4], SESP [5] and Polycost [6].
The recognition tasks are slightly different, but are all some
form of text-dependent task using digits. This paper is
organized as follows: In section 2 the speaker verification
system is described as well as the various variance estimation
techniques. Section 3 describes the test protocols for the three
databases and section 4 presents the results. Section 5 contains
a summary and conclusions.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The text-dependent ASV system based on word-level HMMs
is built on a generic platform for speaker verification systems
called GIVES (General Identity Verification System) [8]. The
input signal is pre-emphasized and divided into one 25.6 ms
frame each 10 ms and a Hamming window is applied. For
each frame a 12-element cepstral vector and an energy term is
computed, and they are appended with first and second order
deltas. Cepstral mean subtraction is applied to the 13 static
coefficients. Cepstral vectors are computed from a 24-channel,
FFT-based, mel-warped, log-amplitude filterbank between
300-3400 Hz followed by a cosine transform and cepstral
liftering. The energy term is the 0’th cepstral coefficient. The
total vector dimension is 39.
A speaker model has 10 word-level left-to-right HMMs, one
for each digit. Each HMM have two states per phoneme, a
mixture of eight Gaussians per state and diagonal covariances.

A non-client multi-speaker model is used for log-likelihood
normalization on a per-word basis. Each word score is further
divided by the number of frames in the word segment, and
finally averaged over words in the utterance. Non-client model
HMMs are also left-to-right and have the same size as the
client HMMs.
The non-client model is selected individually for each client
and each word during enrollment as one of two competing
gender-dependent multi-speaker models, with no a priori
information on the gender of the client. When training the
client model, the best matching multi-speaker model is copied
as a seed for the client model.
The HMM implementation is based on HTK [9]. Each client
and multi-speaker HMM is trained independently, and the
system depends on explicit segmentation of the input speech
into words during both enrollment and test. The segmentation
is produced by a speech recognizer working in forced
alignment mode given the expected utterance [8].

2.1 Parameter estimation
Client model means and mixture weights are always estimated
from enrollment data with the ordinary EM equations while
transition probabilities are kept constant. Client variances are
estimated with one of two alternative methods. To define
those methods we denote as σ 2ijk the variance vector of client
model i, state j and mixture component k; as s 2ijk the
corresponding variance vector of the seed model; and as α or γ
a scalar, system-global scale factor. In the first method,
referred to as scaled variances, client variances are inferred
directly from the seed variances, Eq. (1), and no training on
enrollment data is involved. The second method is variance
flooring [2] where variances are trained from enrollment data
with a constraint on the minimum variance as given by Eq.
(2). Note that with γ = 0 this method converges to the original
EM algorithm.
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2.2 Tied variances
To reduce the number of parameters to train, the variances of a
set of state distributions can be tied to a single vector. We use
a letter-pair vs=a/b to indicate the “level” of tying, where a
indicates tying in client model and b in non-client model.
Letters a and b can take symbols in an ordered alphabet
Ω={X,S}, where X indicates one variance vector per mixture
component (no tying) and S one vector per state. With vs=S/S,
equations (1) and (2) are still valid if we remove index k. If
vs=S/X, on the other hand, we need to compute a statevariance from mixture component variances in the non-client
model. While this can be done in many ways, we use a linear
combination of component variances. Eq. (3) and (4) are then
our modifications of Eq. (1) and (2) for the case vs=S/X,
where c k is the mixture weight for component k.
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2.3 Tied variance floors
The “resolution” of a variance floor discussed in [2] can be
described in the same framework as in the previous section if
the variance floor vector is viewed as a tied vector. We can
then define another letter-pair vf to denote the tying level of
the variance floor. The variable vf takes values from the same
alphabet Ω. Since it was concluded in [2] that higher
resolution flooring is better than lower, only vf = vs is used in
this paper. Hence, when variances are tied within states
variance floors are state-dependent, and when variances are
not tied variance floors are mixture component-dependent.

3. DATABASE AND PROTOCOL
We have used the same three databases [4][5][6] as in [2]. The
protocols are also the same, except with Polycost where we
use version 2.01 of baseline experiment 2. With this protocol
the enrollment set is smaller than with version 1.0 and
contains only two repetitions of each digit instead of eight.
The test set has also been reduced to have only impostor
attempts with speakers from the same language group [7].
Table 2 summarizes the main features of databases and
protocols. All databases contain digital telephony speech
recorded through an ISDN interface. The notation used for
enrollment sets is N s M h-T, where N is number of sessions, M
number of handsets, and T is the approximate (effective)
amount of speech in minutes. The norm for the amount of
speech is Gandalf where 25 five-digit sequences are estimated
to one minute of speech (one digit is then ½ second).

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Results are presented in terms of equal-error-rates (EERs)
based on same-sex impostor attempts and a client-independent
a posteriori threshold. In all presented figures results for the
variance scaling case with α = 1 are included as a baseline for
comparison across figures.
Figure 1 shows the error rate as a function of γ for variance
flooring and three cases of variance tying, vs: X/X, S/S and
S/X. To evaluate the performance of the variance flooring
method relative to our baseline, we treat the Gandalf
development set as our development database and determine
an optimal scaling factor γ^ for each tying level from this data.
We then treat the other three data sets as our evaluation
database and compare the error rate achieved with γ^ on the
three evaluation sets to the baseline. The average error rates
on the evaluation data are shown in the right-most column of
Table 1. In the same table we also include the corresponding
error rates for an a posteriori optimal choice of γ for each
individual data set.
The purpose of tying variances across a set of mixture
components is to reduce the number of variance parameters so
the remaining parameters can be robustly estimated from
enrollment data. One can therefore expect the relative
improvement from variance scaling to variance flooring to be
larger for tied variances than for non-tied variances. This is
not the case in Table 1 for vs=S/S relative to X/X. In terms of
absolute EERs, differences are small between S/S and X/X.
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Figure 2. Same-sex EER as a function of scale factor α for
client-independent scaled variances. The baseline case is
α = 1.

a) flooring
tying level

baseline

a posteriori γ

a priori γ^

X/X
S/X
S/S

4.22 %
8.11 %
4.01 %

3.94 %
3.97 %
3.95 %

3.95 % (γ^ = 1.1)
4.53 % (γ^ = 0.9)
4.00 % (γ^ = 1.0)

b) scaling
tying level

baseline

a posteriori α

a priori α^

X/X

4.22 %

3.96 %

4.44 % (α^ = 0.8)

Table 1. Average EER for a) variance flooring and b)
variance scaling. Baseline is client-independent scaled
variances with α = 1. For the third column, the scale factor
was chosen a posteriori for each individual data set. For the
last column, a single scale factor was chosen based on the
Gandalf development set and used as an a priori factor with
the other data sets. All averages are taken over the three
other data sets (Gandalf evaluation, SESP and Polycost).
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Figure 1. Same-sex EER as a function of the variance
flooring factor γ for the four database sets and for three
levels of variance tying (vs): a) X/X, b) S/S and c) S/X. In all
charts the baseline case with client-independent scaled
variances and α = 1 is included at the left (‘BL’).
The motivation for vs=S/X is to allow for a high modeling
accuracy in the non-client model for which there is usually
much data available, while having a more coarse but robust
model for the client for which there are always little available
data. The poor performance of scaled variances in Figure 1
indicates that the computation of state variances from the nonclient variances in Eq. (3) is not good for predicting the state
variances of the client model. An alternative approach would
be to use a multi-speaker model with tied variances in parallel
to the one with non-tied variances, and to take the seed
variances (s 2ij) from the former while using the latter for score
normalization.

There is a stronger correlation between error curves in Figure
1 for the two Gandalf sets than between those and the
corresponding SESP and Polycost curves. This is reasonable
since the choice of a good scaling factor for the various
methods may depend on relationships between training data
for non-client models and data for client enrollment and test;
and since those are different for the databases we use. It is
therefore likely that better predictions could have been made
from development sets especially designed for the SESP and
Polycost sets respectively. Table 1 includes results for an a
posteriori, per-database choice of scaling factor that give a
hint on what results could be achieved with such development
sets. The table shows that results with a priori and a posteriori
choices of γ are very similar in the X/X and S/S cases.
Figure 2 shows error rate as a function of scaling factor α for
variance scaling and vs=X/X. Curves are similar to the
corresponding curves in Figure 1a and in both figures there
are minima for a scale factor around 1.1.

5. CONCLUSION
We have extended a previous study [2] on variance flooring
techniques in text-dependent, HMM-based speaker
verification to include tied variances and variance scaling.
One advantage of using tied variances is reduced storage
requirements. With variances tied across 8 mixture
components within each state, 30% of the size is saved.
Another expected advantage is that fewer parameters can be
more robustly estimated, but no positive effect was observed
from this, and recognition accuracy with and without tying
was comparable. A possible further extension of this work is
to look at more flexible sets of mixture components as targets
for variance tying.
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Task

Test
population

Non-client
population

Test database
Set
language
native speakers
enrollment
password
clients
impostors
total number of true-speaker tests
false-speaker tests (same-sex)
off-line database
speakers
total time (approx.)
examples per digit and speaker

Gandalf
dev-set

Polycost

SESP

English
~15%
2s1h-0.2
10 digits
61 / 49
61 / 49
664
824
Polycost
11 / 11
0.5 h
19

Dutch
100 %
+
4s2h-0.9
14 digits
21 / 20
21 / 20
1658
763
Polyphone
24 / 24
0.3 h
5

eval-set
Swedish
100 %
1s1h-1.0
2 x 4 digits

22 / 18
23 / 18
927
790

24 / 18
58 / 32
886
1926
SpeechDat
399 / 561
5h
4

Table 2. Summary of main features of the three databases and their protocols. Number of speakers are given as #male/#female.
+
The number of handsets is an estimate. This enrollment set is referred to as G in previous literature [1].

